ABSTRACT Assessment of code smell for predicting software change proneness is essential to ensure its significance in the area of software quality. While multiple studies have been conducted in this regard, the number of systems studied and the methods used in this paper are quite different, thus, causing confusion for understanding the best methodology. The objective of this paper is to approve the effect of code smell on the change inclination of a specific class in a product framework. This is the novelty and surplus of this work against the others. Furthermore, this paper aims to validate code smell for predicting class change proneness to find an error in the prediction of change proneness using code smell. Six typical machine learning algorithms (Naive Bayes Classifier, Multilayer Perceptron, LogitBoost, Bagging, Random Forest, and Decision Tree) have been used to predict change proneness using code smell from a set of 8200 Java classes spanning 14 software systems. The experimental results suggest that code smell is indeed a powerful predictor of class change proneness with multilayer perceptron being the most effective technique. The sensitivity and specificity values for all the models are well over 70% with a few exceptions.
I. INTRODUCTION
Change in software is one of the most unpredictable situations which may come across in the lifespan of the system [3] . It is much tied to software design and theories suggesting best practices rather than specifying exactly how a design must be made [2] . Many researches have been conducted in the past to quantify attributes of a software system using patterns and metrics in order to evaluate good and bad aspects of the software and to predict possible changes [5] , [14] . Recent studies have indicated that code smell can predict the change proneness more accurately than the static code metrics [6] . Code smellis a bad implementation choice in the design phase and it becomes obvious in the implementation phase [16] . Good implementation choices
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are called design patterns while bad ones are called anti-patterns [15] .
Fowler [1] defined 22 code smells and suggested areas where refactoring may be applied. It is impossible to examine a class for all code smell without using a threshold. For example, the smell Child Class cannot be determined without using a threshold such as NOM, LOC and Number of Variables [10] . Kaur and Jain [7] reviewed six machine learning algorithms with two modes (random-under sampling before feature selection, and feature selection before randomunder sampling)for suspecting changes incline utilizing the code smell. Results indicated that random under sampling before feature selection is the most effective strategy with Gene Expression Programming while cascade correlation network and Tree-Boost are among the top algorithms in predicting change proneness [7] .
Vidal et al. [16] developed a tool for ranking of code smell based on past segment alterations, vital modifiability situations for the framework, and significance of the sort of smell. They are complementary to assess the smell from different perspectives. Saboury et al. [15] detected 12 types of code smell in 537 releases of five popular JavaScript applications with the aim to understand how they impact the fault-proneness of applications. Hecht et al. [4] conducted an exact examination concentrating on the individual and joined execution effects of three Android performance code smell (namely, Internal Getter/Setter, Member Ignoring Method, and HashMap Usage) on two open source Android apps. Ma et al. [9] researched the likelihood of enhancing the execution of fault detection by utilizing code smell detection and Cohen's Kappa statistics. Hadj-Kacem and Bouassida [17] proposed a hybrid approach to detect code smell using deep learning Auto-encoder and Artificial Neural Network algorithms. The evaluation was performed using parameters precision, recall and F-measure. However, there were several issues regarding validation of the experiment, such as Internal validity, conclusion validity and external validity. Fontana et al. [18] used a machine learning approach for code smell detection. The research paper focused on six classifiers evaluated on basis of accuracy, ROC curves and F-measure. Azadi et al. [19] , suggested machine learning based code smell detection through tool WekaNose. Although the research paper offered a novel approach to select algorithms for classification of an instance using an experimental approach, the article lacked several technicalities and experimental analysis. Nucci et al. [20] performed yet another research on detecting code smell using machine learning techniques. The performances have been evaluated on basis of accuracy, F-measure and AUC-ROC. However, the research suffers from several threats to construct validity, external validity and conclusion validity. Other researches on code smell can be retrieved in [11] , [12] , [13] , [21] , and [22] .
In this paper, we aim to validate Code Smell for Predicting Class Change Proneness to find error in prediction of change proneness using code smell. For understanding the overall idea, in the first step two versions of 14 software's have been compared to find out the classes that are change prone. For making the datasets of these 14 opensource projects, initially, it was considered to divide the software data into proper class relations and considerable amount of metrics of the software. The dataset contains different softwares that were used in previous researches where other algorithms were used to predict changes. We also check if different versions of software are present. Later, ten-cross validation has been used to divide the dataset into ten subsets among which nine for training machine learning model. Six typical machine learning algorithms (Naive Bayes Classifier, Multilayer Perceptron, LogitBoost, Bagging, Random Forest, and Decision Tree) have been used to predict change proneness using code smell. The predicted values are then compared and analyzed against the actual Change Prone classes using ROC analysis to get the false positives and true positives. We observe that most of the research conducted in the past does not rely on huge datasets. While some articles lack experimental analysis, others apprise that change in parameters would alter the results. Further, the evaluation metrics are limited for many of the code smell researches conducted in the past. This paper evaluates the code smell not only on basis of ROC curves but also provide values for sensitivity, specificity, cut-off point and Area under Curve for better evaluation.
The difference and novelty of this research against the previous studies are shown below. The previous works such as the studies by Khomh et al. [8] , Gatrell and Counsell [3] have shown significant relations between smells and code change. However, their empirical studies did not target for large datasets and because of that some issues like impact of code smells i.e. detected vs. manually validated; limited sizes; lack of empirical analysis on observed specific smell type; the optimal value for the effects on defected code smell etc. have not been solved completely. In order to handle this, going through huge datasets is much needed because until and unless different kinds of datasets are used, applying machine learning may be futile. Besides, there was no empirical evaluation between code smells and code fault proneness in the previous works. Also, most of the works have been explored based on only one or two software projects. This work is based on consideration of large support systems like SAP and ERP because these huge datasets guarantee smell detectors to be effectively achieved with high accuracy. Unlike the previous papers, this paper also gives the intrinsic precision affects in a very high probability. Most importantly, we have relied on data that may be experimentally conducted on various open source systems.
The advantages of this research can be broadly listed as below. Considering the 5 major advantages below, this work also targets analyzing percentage of code components in a system and effect on change-and fault-proneness on a large set of software projects.
1. Empirical relationship between the code smells in huge scale software. 2. Notable correlation between smells & proneness. 3. Since unlimited size of open source based data sets are used, the impact of code smells on change-and fault-proneness is highly significant. 4. More in depth analysis for harmful smells. 5. High maintainability. The rest of this paper is organized in the following manner. Section 2 provides the experimental datasets and the machine learning methods. Section 3 presents the experimental results and discussion. Section 4 highlights conclusions and future works.
II. RESEARCH QUESTIONS
There may arise particular quality issues because of code decay if changes are caused by defect repair. Identifying where most changes are set aside, in a few minutes the system may recognize key change-prone classes and key VOLUME 7, 2019 change-prone interactions. Changes may originate from a single defect report. Likewise, accumulations of classes that experience changes together may be made obvious, since they are prime focuses for ventured up perception and conceivably change endeavors. Moreover, this investigation includes a number of change classes. It is vital to analyze whether change prone clusters of classes are in relation to design structures and change-related interactions. While changes in singular classes can be tallied, this does not uncover critical parts of code changes. Knowing which classes can be extremely useful, change-proneness may demonstrate particular hidden quality issues. The research questions we examined are:
1. Is there an approach to recognize the most changeinclined accumulations of classes in a framework?
2. Can change-inclination recognize nearby changeinclinations due to the change in collaborations of classes?
3. Do singular changes made in light of one change ask for influence of the classes that are connected in the intelligent outline of a framework? Are there verifiable associations between framework components that are not some portion of any plan portrayal?
4. How would we make the data that came from the changeinclination noticeable?
III. MATERIALS AND METHODS

A. DATASETS
The entire process can be divided into three parts: 1) Data acquisition and processing; 2) Change and smell estimation; 3) Analysis using Machine Learning Methods.
1) DATA ACQUISITION AND PROCESSING
The datasets for this study were collected as follows. Firstly, we downloaded two stable releases of each system as listed in Table 1 . Pre-processing of datasets included removing all Java files in the versions that were not compatible with the current one. All 14 systems combined had approximately 10000 classes in two versions of each system out of which more than 8200 were left after pre-processing. This essentially means that we are left with around 4100 unique classes spanning over 14 software systems.
2) CHANGE AND SMELL ESTIMATION
In this step, the actual change of a class undergoes in two versions is calculated to obtain the metric values for each class in each system. They are then used to analyze each class for code smell. To calculate the exact change of a class that has gone through in the two stated versions, we used an open-source tool named CLOC to examine two versions of the same file and give as outputs below: a) Number of Lines that are unchanged. b) Number of Lines added to the prior version. c) Number of Lines deleted from the prior version. d) Number of Lines modified over the two versions. These outputs are then used to calculate the amount of change as: After calculating the exact changes for each class, they are examined for odors of code smell using a commercial tool called Understand (http://www.scitools.com). It is mandatory to estimate metric values for each system and export the results in a comma-separated-value list. Threshold values selected for metrics are then applied and marked for the truth value of each smell in each class. The thresholds used for all metrics are along with the corresponding smell.
B. MACHINE LEARNING METHODS
1) RANDOM FOREST
It is an ensemble classifying approach which comprises of various decision trees. In each class, separate tree yields out various modes of the class as outputs. Random forests are collections of trees with all slightly varied. It randomizes the algorithm, not the training data. In this research, for each of the software systems, a random forest of 10 trees has been constructed while considering 4 random independent variables at each node. Precise forecast of blame inclined modules in programming improvement process empowers successful disclosure and recognizable proof of the deformities. Such prediction models are particularly significant for the vast scale frameworks, where check specialists need to center their consideration and assets to issue ranges in the framework being worked on. It is used to introduce a system for anticipating flaw by enhancing and grouping precision by growing an outfit of trees and giving them a chance to vote on the order choice. The datasets used in this paper differ in estimate, yet all normally contain few deformity tests. On the off chance that general exactness augmentation is the objective, at that point gaining from such information more often than not brings about a one-sided classifier. To acquire better expectation of blame inclination, several procedures are examined: appropriate inspecting strategy in building the tree classifiers, and limit alteration in deciding the triumphant class. Finally, it is observed with a powerful precision.
When different versions of software are launched the metrics of a software changes and a new version of software is aimed at fault negation. As the metrics are changing, there might be appearance of new faults. Thus, we also need to observe the accuracy our trained model reaches when faults are corrected. After correction of the faults we need to predict the new faults or changes that may arise. Moreover, to train our model sufficient amount of data of different modules is required so that our model can reach the desired prediction accuracy. Indeed, considering these scenarios it is important to train the classifiers on several versions of the same software.
2) NAÏVE BAYES
This comprises of a normal probabilistic classifier that relies on the application of Bayes' theorem having strong independence presumptions between features. Naïve Bayes is utilized to adjust classes with and without deserts and to choose most essential measurements from all accessible, as some of them ought to have apparently little effect on the nearness of genuine programming deserts. Consequences of testing mixes of above machine learning components for best forecast outcomes are displayed utilizing different datasetswith and without code terrible stenches. Expectation models were watched for dataset with code terrible stenches utilized, when Naïve Bayes calculation is utilized. It likewise gives ideal subset for preparing and assessment of Random Forest classifier. Furthermore, such blend was chosen for definite assessment of use of code smells-based measurements in deformity forecast process.
3) BAGGING
Bagging stands for bootstrap aggregation algorithm which is also an ensemble method for machine learning. Bootstrapping is the method for selection of samples from the original population which are used for estimation of various statistics or model accuracy. It lessens difference and keeps away from over-fitting. In spite of the fact that it is normally connected to tree techniques, it can be utilized with a strategy. Sacking produces a few diverse preparing sets of similar sizes with substitution, and after that fabricates a model by voting in favor of an ostensible target or averaging for a numeric target
4) DECISION TREE
In Decision Tree, a free factor is chosen at every hub of the tree. The tree is crossed amid characterization till the point when a leaf hub is received. Each leaf hub correlates with a choice or grouping. ID3 calculation was utilized to construct the choice tree in this research. Designers constantly keep up programming frameworks to adjust to new prerequisites and to settle bugs. Because of the unpredictability of support assignments and an opportunity to-advertise, engineers settle on poor execution decisions, otherwise called code smells. It is widely known that code smells obstruct fathom ability, and potentially increment change-and blame inclination. Hence, they should be distinguished to empower the use of rectifications.
Wrong meanings of code smells influence engineers to differ whether a bit of code is a scent or not; thus making troublesome production of an all-inclusive discovery arrangement ready to perceive smells in various programming ventures. A few works have been proposed to recognize code smells, however regardless they reported wrong outcomes. In this research, we contemplate the adequacy of the Decision Tree calculation to perceive code smells. For this, it was connected to a dataset containing several open source ventures and the outcomes were contrasted and the manual prophet, with existing recognition approaches and other machine learning calculations. The outcomes demonstrated that the approach could viably learn rules for the identification of the code smells contemplated. The outcomes were better when hereditary calculations are utilized to pre-select measurements.
5) LOGITBOOST
LogitBoost is a boosting algorithm which involves utilization of a generalized model (additive in nature) and then applies the f (cost) of logistic regression to derive the LogitBoost. For programming change, openness of benefits is compelled, in this way requiring profitable & potent usage of advantages. It might be proficient through desire of key characteristics, which impact programming quality, for instance, accuse slant, change slant, effort, reasonableness, et cetera. Predicting the classes that are slanted to changes may assist in testing. This may decrease the costs related with programming bolster. The examination exhibits that machine-learning techniques are more capable than backslide strategies. Among the machine-learning systems, boosting procedure (i.e. Logitboost) beat the different models. Along these lines, the model can be used to anticipate the change slant of classes, inciting upgraded programming quality.
6) MULTILAYER PERCEPTRON
In reality, software is very random there can be any number of modules and different types of modules having different implementations. Our model is only valid for the software for which we have trained the model, our model will be able to determine the change and the faults for the software we have trained the model for and the also the upcoming versions. It cannot predict for different softwares but for software having similar metrics and modules. For example, Google has developed two word-embedding for Word2Vec: one is for data taken from newspapers and another is for data taken for Twitter. We have done a study to test the accuracy of the LSTM neural network on these types of software data and for that we take 14 different software and results suggest that it has outperformed other algorithms previously used. VOLUME 7, 2019 Multilayer Perceptron is a class of feed forward artificial neural network. For this study, only 1 hidden layer was used and there was only 1 output node in output layer whose value is greater than a threshold (cut-off point) to show whether the class was undergoing a change or not. Programming flaw in the present time is most basic in the field of program building. Most of the affiliations used diverse procedures to foresee abandons in their things already that are passed on. Deformation desire frameworks help the relationship to use their advantages enough which achieves bring down cost and time necessities. There are distinctive systems that are used for foreseeing surrenders in programming before it must be passed on. In this paper, Multilayer Perceptron is used. This procedure completed on different stages and the results are diverged from find which figuring conveys better results.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The changes predicted using six machine learning algorithms with the help of code smell are compared and analyzed against the actual changes that occurred between the two versions of the 14 software described in Table 1 . This section analyses the effectiveness of code smell in predicting whether a class will undergo change in the subsequent versions or not. For performance evaluation, the following measures are used: 1) Sensitivity: The sensitivity is the percentage of the correctly predicted classes in the error category. 2) Specificity: The specificity is the level of the accurately anticipated classes in the no-error classification; it is the supplement of the error rate, for a whole scope of Cutoff points. 3) Cutoff Points: Cutoff points are used to get a congruity between the measure of classes expected as change slanted.
4) AUC (Area Under Curve):
It is defined as the desire that a consistently drawn irregular positive is positioned before a consistently drawn arbitrary negative. Various examinations have exactly approved the connection between object oriented metrics and imperative external attributes, for example, reliability, effort, fault proneness, change proneness, and so forth. Since this paper has investigated various issues of change proneness, and knowing the fact that software experiences number of changes for the duration of its life cycleto enhance usefulness, to settle bugs, to include new highlights and so on. Also, prerequisites of the client may change with time, prompting further changes in the software. It might bring about different adaptations of software. It may be conceivable that a solitary change in a class is proliferated to different classes, which will prompt change in the classes influenced by the change. As a result, area under the curve that signifies the largest percentage is defined to know the classes which are prone to changes. This will help us to focus on this change prone classes & make more flexible software by modifying the classes which are more prone to changes. The experimental results for each machine learning method are described below.
A. RANDOM FOREST
For each of the software systems, a random forest of 10 trees was constructed and each constructed while considering 4 random independent variables at each node. Table 2 and Figure 1 indicate the 10-cross validation results of the 14 software systems. Table 3 and Figure 2 indicate the 10-cross validation results of Naïve Bayes classifier for each of the 14 software systems under study. Table 4 and Figure 3 indicate the 10-cross validation result of bagging obtained for each of the 14 software systems. Table 5 and Figure 4 indicate the 10-cross validation results obtained for each of 14 systems. E. LOGITBOOST Table 6 and Figure 5 indicate the 10-cross validation results for each of 14 software systems.
B. NAÏVE BAYES
C. BAGGING
D. DECISION TREE
F. MULTILAYER PERCEPTRON
The result of 10-cross validation obtained over multilayer perceptron technique over the data indicated in Table 7 and Figure 6 .
G. MODEL EVALUATION
Any self-assured cut off point is not selected to get conformity between the measure of classes expected as change slanted. The cut-off motivation driving the need indicate was directed by ROC examination. The AUC metric is used for enrolling the precision of the ordinary models. The AUC of the models expected utilizing Multilayer Perceptron is more obvious than that of the others. Both the affectability and specificity ought to be high to envision unimaginable and awful areas. Overall, in terms of sensitivity, specificity and AUC, the best model suitable for predicting a class in change prone or not is determined as Multilayer Perceptron.
For a technique to be effective in making predictions, a probability of correct classification should be at least 70%. After software is developed, there is a number of changes and faults that start cropping up in the working and functioning of the software. The main aim of a Machine Learning or a Deep Learning system is to determine in which modules there can be changes in functioning of the software (that is in the maintenance phase of software). By considering the metrics of different modules of software, it can be predicted that in the future, when the software is into functioning what faults may arise and in which modules. 70% chance to predict the amount of change means that the Machine Learning system can predict 70% of the changes that can occur in the future when the software is used. Here, two different measures are used to evaluate the correctness of models: sensitivity and specificity. As we know the number of classified true instances which are absolutely correct is equal to the number of classified false instances which are absolutely correct. For a model to be effective, both these values must be high. This would mean that the model makes correct classifications for both true and false values. In other words, the model performs well for both true and false values.
From the results, it is clear that Multilayer Perceptron performs best in comparison to all other models. In our dataset of 14 software systems, it exhibited a sensitivity superior to 0.70 or in most cases and specificity higher than 0.67 or more. This means that over the dataset of 4120 classes, the multilayer perceptron was able to correctly classify 1272 change prone classes out of 1817 and 1544 classes as not change prone out of 2303. This encourages results in Predicting Class Change Proneness.
For a technique to be effective in making predictions, a probability of correct classification should be at least 70%. After software is developed, there is a number of changes and faults that start cropping up in the working and functioning of the software. The main aim of a Machine Learning or a VOLUME 7, 2019 Deep Learning system is to determine in which modules there can be changes in functioning of the software (that is in the maintenance phase of software). By considering the metrics of different modules of software, it can be predicted that in the future, when the software is into functioning what faults may arise and in which modules. 70% chance to predict the amount of change means that the Machine Learning system can predict 70% of the changes that can occur in the future when the software is used. Here, two different measures are used to evaluate the correctness of models: sensitivity and specificity. As we know the number of classified true instances which are absolutely correct is equal to the number of classified false instances which are absolutely correct. For a model to be effective, both these values must be high. This would mean that the model makes correct classifications for both true and false values. In other words, the model performs well for both true and false values. From the results, it is clear that Multilayer Perceptron performs best in comparison to all other models. In our dataset of 14 software systems, it exhibited a sensitivity superior to 0.70 or in most cases and specificity higher than 0.67 or more. This means that over the dataset of 4120 classes, the multilayer perceptron was able to correctly classify 1272 change prone classes out of 1817 and 1544 classes as not change prone out of 2303. This encourages results in Predicting Class Change Proneness.
H. PREDICTION
The predictions obtained from the algorithms also help in detecting the Code smells as the faults or change is related to code smells. The pre-identification of smells checks accuracy of the learning algorithms. The algorithm tested on a software with minimum code smell gives better accuracy than a software with code smell. Thus, decreasing in the accuracy of an algorithm is an indication of code smell and also caps the performance of the algorithm.
How Is The Prediction Useful for a Software Developer?
From Machine Learning perspective, a dataset is divided into two parts: a training dataset and a test dataset. An algorithm is trained to the different outputs and the prediction ability of an algorithm is tested based on the test dataset i.e. whether the algorithm has been able to learn properly or not. In our scenario, the dataset contains the metrics of a specific module in different software, and the outputs are the faults and changes that have come up. Indeed, we have divided the dataset into training and test and applied our neural network on the training dataset by which our model is able to learn how to predict changes in software. The model is then tested on the test dataset and the accuracy is determined i.e. given the metrics of the module whether our model is able to give proper prediction of the faults.
When software is developed, it is very hard for a software developer or a team of software developers to understand the look and feel of the software or how it is working as unlike other engineering objects it is not physically present. For this reason, there can be a number of errors that may arise in the software when it is used by the customer or the client. There might be errors that might have not come up during the testing phase. In such a situation, any error discovered during the maintenance phase is challenging to handle like any unforsaken situation. Our model is a very handy tool for an organization or a software developer as it will raise an alarm to the software developer pointing out the models that might be at fault and the errors that might occur after software is developed and handed over to the client.
I. COMPARISON OF OUR RESEARCH WITH THE PREVIOUS WORKS
In predicting class change proneness, the empirical evidence in [3] and [8] is still limited because of small number of datasets. Subsequently the probability of smell detectors becomes less. Past works analyzed the impact of code smells on change and accuse slant, relied upon data got from customized see pointers. But such discoveries are frequently prepared to achieve a conventional level of precision; it has been up till now that their innate imprecision impacts the outcomes of the examination. The previous works demonstrated that a few smells can be more destructive than others, however their examination did not think about the greatness of watched wonder. This was illustrated in the experiments of this research appropriately. Various studies have been made to indicate that classes influenced by code smells have more opportunities to display abandons than other classes; however, using huge datasets and applying multiple machine learning algorithms such as in this research, this observation has been observed more clearly with changes and defects being significantly low.
V. CONCLUSIONS
The aim of this paper is to determine prediction power for class level change proneness through code smell. Firstly, a total of 4120 classes were selected for this study after preprocessing. Two versions of 14 softwares were compared to find out the change prone classes. After that, a ten-cross validation was used to divide the dataset into ten subsets among which nine for training machine learning model. Six machine learning algorithms (Naive Bayes Classifier, Multilayer Perceptron, LogitBoost, Bagging, Random Forest, and Decision Tree) were used to predict change proneness using code smells. The predicted values were then compared and analyzed against the actual Change Prone classes using ROC analysis to get the false positives and true positives. It has been concluded from this study that: a) Code smell can predict class change proneness with a probability superior to 70%, b) the Multilayer Perceptron provides the best results and prediction power in comparison or other machine learning models.
Even though we have performed extensive analysis as above, there are some limitations regarding the quantity of code smells and adaptation to a specific context. Therefore, in the future, we aim to provide solution to some problems that might occur: Firstly, we need to design a suitable threshold technique which is mathematically well-posed [23] - [29] . Secondly, the number of code smells should be studied to enhance the performance of prediction.
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